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Abstract: In contrast to finding better monthly performance shown in a specific month, such as the
January effect (i.e., better stock price performance in January as opposed to other months), which has
been extensively studied, the goal of this study is to determine whether investors would obtain better
subsequent performance as technical trading signals emitted in a specific month because, from the
investment perspective, investors purchasing stocks now would not know their performance until
later. We contend that our analysis emphasizes its critical role in steering investment decisions and
enhancing profitability; nonetheless, this issue appears to be overlooked in the relevant literature. As
such, utilizing big data to analyze the constituent stocks of the DJI 30 and NDX 100 indices from 2003
to 2022 (i.e., two-decade data), this study investigates whether trading these stocks as trading signals
emitted via contrarian regulation of stochastic oscillator indicators (SOIs) and the relative strength
index (RSI) in specific months would result in superior subsequent performance (hereafter referred
to as “monthly effects”). This study discovers that the oversold signals generated by these two
contrarian regulations in March were associated with higher subsequent performance for holding 100
to 250 trading days (roughly one year) than other months. These findings highlight the importance of
the trading time and the superiority of the RSI over SOIs in generating profits. This study sheds light
on the significance of oversold trading signals and suggests that the “monthly effect” is crucial for
achieving higher returns.

Keywords: monthly effects; contrarian strategies; oversold signals; subsequent performance;
stochastic oscillator indicators; relative strength index

MSC: 91-08; 62-07

1. Introduction

Chasing higher profits in stock markets is an important issue for investors, including
institutional and individual investors, leading to many investors investing in stocks, bonds,
index ETFs, etc., based on their experience (e.g., the January effect [1–3], technical trading
regulations [4–7], and investing strategies [8,9].

Regarding the January effect, it is a market phenomenon in which stock values typically
rise in January. The main hypothesis proposes that this is caused by year-end tax-related
selling [10], investors harvesting losses for tax purposes [11], year-end bonuses affecting
investment decisions [12], and portfolio rebalancing [13].
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Historically, this effect was evident, but changes in market dynamics have diminished
its significance over time, as the stock market is more efficient for this effect [14]. Concerning
technical trading regulations, we state that technical trading rules may work in trading
financial instruments (e.g., stocks, bonds, and futures) since many charts in terms of
technical analysis are shown on many financial websites (e.g., Bloomberg, Reuters, Forbes,
Wall Street Journal, and Investing); otherwise, these charts may not be displayed on these
famous financial websites.

As such, the above phenomena motivate us to examine if investors employing these
technical trading regulations would benefit and even make profits in stock market trading.
After conducting the literature survey in the next section, we find that although investing
strategies and trading regulations have been extensively researched in the stock markets,
focusing on trading in a particular month following the occurrence of technical trading
signals appears to be understudied in the relevant research. Consequently, this study
may overcome the research gap because our investigated issue of whether trading in
stock markets when trading signs triggered by technical trading regulations in different
months would result in different subsequent performance (hereafter referred to as “monthly
effects”) remains understudied in the existing literature.

We further state that our explored issue is of great originality since although the pursuit
of higher profits in stock markets drives investors to explore various investment strategies
and technical trading regulations, little research has focused on the impact of trading
based on technical indicators in specific months (i.e., “monthly effects”). Additionally,
trading range breakout (TRB) trading strategies have garnered traction among traders in
diverse financial domains, such as stocks, currencies, and cryptocurrencies, since these
strategies aim to capitalize on price momentum post-breakout by pinpointing breakout
levels. Despite their popularity [15], the suitability and efficacy of TRB regulations remain
unexplored using the DJI 30 and NDX 100 indices, indicating the performance of two
representative stock indices in the US.

Regarding the novelty of this study, we argue that gauging subsequent performance
is closely related to investment concepts. Since investors make investment decisions now,
they will not know if they can generate profits until later. As such, different from the
January effect that has been extensively researched over several decades [2,16,17], our
explored issue is to examine that as oversold signals emitted by the contrarian regulations
of SOIs and the RSI, investors purchases stocks in a particular month or few months would
have better subsequent performances.

In this study, we purchase stocks as oversold signals instead of overbought signals
because oversold phenomena often occur for stock indices when unexpected, adverse news
happens suddenly, leading to the undervaluation of these stock indices.

However, we argue that our explored issue, closely related to investment notions,
has been understudied in the previous research; therefore, the purpose of this study is to
investigate whether as oversold signals emitted by the contrarian regulation of SOIs and
the RSI in certain months instead of other months, investors purchasing stocks would result
in better subsequent performance. Since investors can purchase stock index futures instead
of index spots in investment practice, this study chooses the constituent stocks of the DJI 30
and NDX 100 as our investigated targets.

In other words, using big data to examine the constituent stocks of the DJI 30 and NDX
100 indices from 2003 to 2022 (i.e., two-decade data) from DataStream’s data sources (includ-
ing extensive data on various financial markets), this study analyzes market behavior using
big data, with a focus on profit maximization in the stock market [18,19]. It investigates
the understudied field of “monthly effects” using technical trading regulations, exploring
the influence of trading based on indications in various months. This innovative technique
fills a gap in the literature by stressing the importance of timing and demonstrating the
potential benefits of using contrarian strategies (i.e., SOIs and the RSI). Additionally, we
argue that “monthly effects” likely result from investor sentiment (oversold trading signals
would be related to investor sentiment) and abnormity (January effect and “monthly effect”
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might result from anomalies [3], both of which may not support the theory of stock market
efficiency [20]. As a result, we state that the theory used and the factors affecting the
January effect may be proper for the “monthly effect” studied in this research.

We document that this study may contribute to the existing literature as follows. First,
this study shows that no matter the oversold trading signs generated by either SOI or RSI
contrarian trading rules in March, the subsequent performance for the constituent stocks of
the DJI 30 and NDX 100 is at least 6% (9%) of the average holding period return (AHPR) for
holding 100 (250) trading days (i.e., ranging from 6% to 18% (9% to 27%)). We infer that the
“monthly effects” proposed in this study may play a significant role in generating profit.
Second, following the occurrence of oversold trading signals, this study shows that RSI
trading regulation outperforms SOI trading regulation and NDX 100 constituent stocks
outperform DJI 30 constituent stocks. Consequently, despite both the RSI and SOI trading
regulations, investors can choose the appropriate trading regulation and the appropriate
constituent stocks to capitalize on the high profit. Third, this study discovers that trading
the constituent stocks of the NDX for holding 250 trading days (approximately 250 trading
days in a year) results in over 40% AHPRs; nevertheless, such remarkable performance is
not observed in other months. The disclosed results imply that oversold trading signals
generated by the SOI and RSI trading regulations in different months do matter for their
subsequent performance.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Theory

Throughout the past financial literature, the concept of stock market efficiency has
had significant importance, as observed in the relevant studies [20–22]. An efficient market
is well-known for its capacity to quickly assimilate all the available information, resulting
in challenges in terms of making abnormal profits based on past information [23]. Fun-
damentally, asset prices in such efficient markets reflect the best estimates formulated by
market participants regarding the anticipated risks and returns associated with these assets
at any given point in time [24].

Despite being closely studied in the finance field, there is evidence that many stock
exchanges around the world may not exactly follow the principles of the efficient market
hypothesis (EMH) [25,26]. It is worth noting that most buyers in real stock markets have
doubts that the market is completely efficient [27]. Certain investors (e.g., high-frequency
traders and hedge funds) consistently outperform the market (Masteika & Rutkauskas,
2012 [28]), motivating other investors who screen stocks in pursuit of higher returns.

In practical situations, the widely accepted EMH encounters a challenge from the
domain of technical analysis [9,29–31]. The application of technical trading rules can
be attributed to herd behavior driven by investor sentiment [32,33], or to stock price
overreactions that lead to subsequent price rebounds [34–36]. Consequently, the decision
to use technical analysis is influenced by a variety of academic concerns, including market
inefficiencies, herding behaviors, and stock price overreaction.

2.2. Technical Trading Regulations

Although there are a variety of technical trading rules, we introduced the SOI and
BB trading regulations since the trading signs generated by these regulations result from
the contrarian investing strategies employed in this study. These trading regulations (i.e.,
SOI and RSI trading rules) imply that market participants had better adopt contrarian
approaches as overreaction signs triggered by these regulations. For instance, when these
trading regulations produce oversold or overbought signals, market participants are rec-
ommended to buy or sell stocks. Thus, we introduced the SOI and RSI regulations, along
with investing approaches implicated by these trading regulations.
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2.2.1. Stochastic Oscillator Indicators (SOIs)

Stochastic Oscillator Indicator (SOI) trading regulations employing K and D values
are rather sensitive to share price changes, hence resulting in the K and D values being
modified due to the changing of the highest and lowest prices during a given time (e.g.,
nine days). Therefore, a nine-day setting (while the standard setting for the SOI is to use
a 14-day measurement period, recent relevant studies, such as those conducted by Zhou
et al. and Ni et al. [36], often use 9 days. Additionally, relevant studies recommend setting
technical indicators, such as SOIs, within a range of 6 to 20 days (Maratkhan et al., 2021 [37]).
Moreover, using 14 days in addition to 9 days yields results comparable to those obtained
using 9 days) was used to present the SOI model below:

RSVt = CLt/HLt × 100% (1)

Kt = 2/3 Kt − 1 + 1/3 RSVt − 1 (2)

Dt = 2/3 Dt − 1 + 1/3 Kt − 1 (3)

where CLt is calculated by subtracting the market’s lowest price at closing in the last nine
days from the latest share price at market close; HLt is calculated by subtracting the lowest
closing price from the highest closing price in the last nine days; RSVt is obtained by
dividing CLt by HLt; Kt is determined by adding 1/3 RSVt to 2/3 Kt − 1; and D value is
calculated by adding 1/3 Kt to 2/3 Dt − 1.

According to the SOI trading regulation, it is advisable to buy shares when the K value
is 20 or lower (K ≤ 20) (i.e., regarding an oversold signal). Conversely, selling shares is
recommended when the K value is 80 or higher (K ≥ 80) (i.e., suggesting an overbought
signal). Relevant research shows that market participants following the oversold signals
may generate better performance [38]. As such, individual and institutional investors often
use the oversold trading signals to exploit profits from stock markets [39].

2.2.2. Relative Strength Index (RSI)

The Relative Strength Index (RSI) has three components, including relative strength
(RS), average gain (AG), and average loss (AL), and is defined as below.

RSI = 100 − 100/(1 + RS) (4)

where RS = AG/AL.
The initial AG (AL) value is based on the 14-day average. AG (AL) is measured by

adding the gains (losses) over the last 14 days and then dividing by 14.
In measuring the following values for AG and AL, the prior value and the current

gain (CG, which is defined as the current stock price surpassing the stock price of the
previous day) or current loss (CL, which is defined as the current stock price surpassing
the stock price of the previous day) should be considered. As such, AG (AL) is calculated
as (Previous AG (AL) multiplied by 13 plus CG (CL) at current day) divided by 14.

Therefore, the RSI would range from 0 to 100. An RSI value of 100 (0) indicates that the
price is rising (falling) without any decrease (increase). Overbought (oversold) signals are
indicated by RSI values of 70 (30) or higher (lower) on the 14-day RSI [40,41]. Furthermore,
Shik and Chong [42] note that RSI trading rules can boost currency market risk-adjusted
returns; Chong and Ng [43] show that investors can earn higher returns utilizing the RSI
trading rule compared to a buy-and-hold strategy.

2.3. Investing Strategies

Momentum and contrarian strategies are two of the most hotly discussed profit-
generating investment methods [44–46]. Momentum trading can result in short-term
profits depending on recent share price moves [47]. Trading stocks with slower informa-
tion dissemination can be successful if momentum comes from incremental information
release [48]. According to research, momentum trading is advantageous and beats the mar-
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ket [49,50]. Enhanced momentum strategies decrease crashes and improve risk-adjusted
returns [51,52]. Removing stocks with extreme absolute strength from momentum portfo-
lios reduces volatility and enhances returns [53]. Timing individual factors based on recent
performance enhances momentum strategies, as driven by persistence in common return
factors [54]. Excluding stocks with extreme payoffs improves momentum strategy returns,
especially for loser portfolios [55].

Contrarian strategies, prioritizing buying losers and shorting winners, exploit stock
price overreactions to generate profits [56–60]. This approach has been observed to yield
contrarian profits for value and growth stocks [61,62], and it is also present in the long-
term contrarian profitability of the Chinese stock market [63]. Huang et al. (2019) [64]
highlight that market participants’ overreaction to past performance leads to undervalued
and overvalued stock values, making contrarian approaches outperform the market. In
the Chinese stock market, institutional investors exhibit a contrarian trading strategy,
particularly in up-markets, with positive predictability of future stock returns [65]. Shen
and Shen [66] provide evidence supporting the role of the disposition effect in driving
short-term contrarian profits in the Chinese stock market. Boussaidi and AlSaggaf [67]
find that the representativeness-based behavioral explanation of contrarian profits is not
consistent across all the MENA stock markets. Chae and Kim [68] demonstrate that residual
return-based contrarian strategies outperform conventional approaches, attributing profits
to negative autocovariance in individual residual returns and overreactions to good firm-
specific news. Therefore, we argue that investors who employ contrarian strategies may
profit from overreactions in the stock market by capitalizing on undervalued stock prices,
resulting in an improvement in subsequent performance via the proposed H1.

H1. Investors who employ contrarian strategies as contrarian trading signals emitted would have
better subsequent performance.

2.4. January Effects

The January effect, a phenomenon observed in financial markets, refers to the tendency
of stock prices to rise in January. Numerous studies have explored this anomaly, attributing
it to various factors. While summarizing relevant research on the January effect, traditional
explanations include tax-loss harvesting [69], the influx of fresh investment capital at the
beginning of the year [11], and portfolio adjustment [13]. As such, the January effect may be
attributed to several factors, such as tax-loss selling that occurs as investors aim to realize
losses for tax purposes at year-end, leading to a subsequent rebound in January [70]; win-
dow dressing that involves portfolio managers adjusting holdings at lower in the months
preceding the tax year-end [10]; and investor sentiment, as influenced by psychological
factors, also plays a role, with renewed optimism and fresh capital entering the market at
the beginning of the year [71]. Furthermore, several key studies support the existence of
the January effect. Rozeff and Kinney [72] find evidence of this anomaly, attributing it to
tax-related selling in December followed by a January rebound. Keim [73] also supports
this seasonality, suggesting investors exploit year-end tax considerations, contributing
to distinct market patterns during January. Thaler [3] discusses how stock prices tend
to rise in January, particularly for small firms and corporations whose stock prices have
fallen significantly in recent years, most likely because these risky stocks earn more risky
premiums in January.

Moreover, other factors that may influence January price movement include market
sentiment shifts [74], macroeconomic indicators [75], geopolitical events [76], or unexpected
news [74], all of which contribute to volatile trading patterns. We contend that macroe-
conomic indicators, global events, and changes in market regulations can influence tock
prices by altering investor perceptions of economic health, corporate performance, and
regulatory settings [77–79]. Furthermore, fluctuations in indicators such as GDP, inflation,
or interest rates might reflect changes in economic conditions [80], while geopolitical events
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and regulatory changes add uncertainties that impact investor behavior, causing stock
values to shift in response to changing market conditions [81]

Despite ongoing research, the exact mechanisms driving this phenomenon remain
complex and multifaceted, making it a subject of continued interest and investigation in the
financial literature. However, after reviewing the foregoing relevant studies, we found that
the existing literature on contrarian strategies investigates the effectiveness of investing in
stock markets, relevant studies on the January effect investigate the historical stock price
rise in January, and pertinent research uses big data analytics in financial studies, employing
large datasets for insights into market behavior, enhancing understanding and predictive
capabilities [82–84]. However, we argue that the issue of incorporating contrarian strategies
and the monthly effect (e.g., the January effect) using big data analytics is understudied
in the financial research literature. Consequently, in contrast to the renowned January
effect, this study investigates whether trading these stocks based on contrarian signals
from SOIs and the RSI in specific months yields better subsequent performance (referred to
as “monthly effects”) in this study. Because investors who purchase stocks now will not
know their performance until later, we contend that our research is important for investors
in practice.

As such, in addition to the existing literature on momentum, contrarian strategies, and
the January effect [44,59,85], relevant research has indicated that stock market overreaction
could explain contrarian profits [86], as well as the relationship between sentiment and
technical indicator performance [87]. However, we found that there is a gap in the literature
regarding the impact of trading signals triggered by contrarian regulations of SOIs and
the RSI in a particular month on subsequent performance (“monthly effects”), which
differs significantly from the better monthly performance in a particular month (e.g., the
January effect that has been extensively investigated in the relevant literature [2,3,69,71,74].
As a result, we argue that this research addresses the gap and aims to contribute to the
existing literature by examining whether investors who employed trading signals emitted
contrarian SOI and RSI trading rules in a particular month instead of other months would
have better subsequent investment performance, given that the concept of investment is to
invest now and derive investment performance in the future.

Moreover, contrarian trading strategies can be used to identify and capitalize on
irregular stock price patterns associated with anomalies shown by the “monthly” effect
(e.g., the January effect). This synergy results from leveraging anomalies that may contradict
the theory of stock market efficiency. Furthermore, adopting big data analytics can provide
more information with dynamic, data-driven perspectives, allowing for more accurate
predictions, along with improving decision-making.

Accordingly, investors who employ contrarian trading rules based on trading signals
emitted by these trading rules (SOI and RSI trading rules) in a few months, as opposed
to other months, may have much better subsequent performance due to seasonal market
anomalies, investor sentiment shifts [88], and socio-economic, demographic, institutional,
and even macroeconomic factors [89] that produce temporary mispricing by proposing H2.

H2: Investors who utilize contrarian strategies as contrarian trading signals emitted in special
months, as opposed to other months, would achieve much better subsequent performance.

3. Methodology and Data
3.1. The Method for Measuring Average Holding Period Returns

This study examines the potential interest of a diverse range of investors in gauging
subsequent performance using trading signals generated by stochastic oscillator indicator
(SOI) and relative strength index (RSI) regulations. Contrarian trading regulations are
employed due to the common occurrence of stock price overreaction in stock markets,
especially when negative news is unexpectedly released, triggering further overreaction in
stock prices. Accordingly, the study adopts SOI and RSI contrarian trading regulations, as
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they are expected to exploit stock price undervaluation resulting from such overreactions
and potentially lead to stock price rebounds.

As such, this study aims to examine whether the utilization of contrarian trading
regulations enables investors to generate profits and to determine if any specific contrarian
regulation outperforms others. Furthermore, it explores the impact of “monthly effects” on
the subsequent performance of trading signals. While the existing literature extensively
investigates trading performance at different times, such as the well-documented January
effect [2,3], the examination of “monthly effects” remains understudied. It is noteworthy
that the discussion on whether investors can generate substantial profits by employing
trading signals triggered by technical regulations in specific months has been largely ig-
nored. Consequently, this study not only investigates whether trading signals generated by
various contrarian trading regulations, such as SOIs and the RSI, result in improved subse-
quent performance but also examines whether these signals exhibit superior performance
during specific months compared to other months.

After identifying the trading buying signals produced by the contrarian trading regu-
lations (K ≤ 20; RSI ≤ 30), this study proceeds by introducing the method for evaluating the
subsequent performance using holding period returns (HPRs). HPRs are widely employed
as a measure of investment performance [90,91]. In this context, day 0 corresponds to the
occurrence of buying signals. To assess the efficacy of these signals generated by the SOI
or RSI regulations, we analyze the HPRs over various holding periods, including 100, 150,
200, and 250 days, considering the approximately 250 trading days in a year.

Subsequently, Equation (5) was employed to express HPRn, which represents the total
holding period return. The equation is given as follows:

HPRn = [(1 + R1) × (1 + R2) × (1+R3) × . . . (1 + Rn)] − 1 (5)

where R1, R2, R3. . ... . ., Rn denote the daily holding period returns from day 1 to day n.
According to Equation (5), the holding period return for n days (HPRn) can be calcu-

lated by substituting 100, 150, 200, or 250 for n. Following that, we measure the average
holding period return (AHPRn,m), since numerous buying signals (i.e., m buy signals) are
generated by either of these two contrarian trading regulations. As such, we can measure
AHPRn,m using the following equation (i.e., Equation (6)).

AHPRn,m = (HPR n,1 + HPRn,2 . . . . . . . . . + HPRn,m

)
/m . . . . . . . . . (6)

where n represents different holding periods of 100, 150, 200, and 250 days, and m denotes
the total number of trading signals generated by either the SOI or RSI trading regulation (i.e.,
K ≤ 20 or RSI ≤ 30) over the data period. Additionally, for the round-trip trading of these
indices’ constituent stocks, it should be noted that transaction costs must be considered.
However, due to the exceptional performance displayed in this research, the transaction
costs of trading these stocks may not have had a significant impact on our revealed results
in this study. Additionally, the explanation of how to obtain our revealed results is shown
in Appendix A.

Moreover, since the average number of trading days in a year is approximately
252 days, we are concerned with minimizing overlapping issues to avoid either over-
or underestimating the results, since measuring more than one year of data (i.e., five quar-
ters) may result in overlap issue because one-quarter data would be overlap as trading
signals emitted in the same day of two consecutive years. As such, the maximum day
employed for measuring the average subsequent performance is HPR250.

3.2. Data and Descriptive Statistics

For the DJI 30 and NDX 100 indices, daily data was extracted from DataStream.
The data period spans from 2003 to 2022 and incorporates the 2008 financial crisis, 2012
European debt crisis, and 2020 COVID-19 epidemic (i.e., showing that both bull and bear
market periods have occurred throughout our data period), as shown in Figures 1 and 2. In
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addition, Table 1 shows a wide range of minimum to maximum values for these indices,
indicating that their movements are relatively volatile. In addition, Figures 1 and 2 show
that the DJ 30 and NDX 100 indices followed a bullish trend from 2003 to 2022, with
occasional corrections. Both indices showed overall market development, as driven by
economic expansion and technical advancements, but with periods of volatility.
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Table 1. Statistics summary. Table 1 shows the mean, standard deviation (SD), median (Med),
minimum (Min), and maximum (Max) for the DJI 30 and NDX 100 indices from 2003 to 2022.

Stock Indices Obs. Mean Med SD. Min Max

DJI 30 index 5035 17,224.14 13,895.63 7812.81 6547.05 36,799.65
NDX 100 index 5035 4586.517 2771.75 3891.036 951.9 16,573.34

4. Results
4.1. Subsequent Performance without Concerning Trading Timing

Due to the concern of comparison, we first present the subsequent performance as
trading signals emitted by contrarian SOI and RSI regulations without concerning the
trading timing for the constituent stocks of the DJI 30 and NDX 100 in Table 2, which would
be employed for comparing the performance as trading signals emitted by diverse months
in this study.
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Table 2. Results of the DJI 30 and NDX 100 stocks (2003–2022). By using two-decade data (i.e.,
2003–2022), we evaluate the subsequent performance of the constituent stocks of the DJI 30 and
NDX100 indices following oversold signs emitted by the SOI and RSI trading rules. By examining
whether these diverse AHPRs would differ from zero, we display the p statistics (p) for these AHPRs,
with *, **, and *** denoting significance levels (Sig.) of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

DJI 30 NDX 100

Strategy Day Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig.

K20 100 8540 7.86% 0.000 *** 25,644 10.54% 0.000 ***
K20 150 8475 10.81% 0.000 *** 25,225 15.85% 0.000 ***
K20 200 8152 14.29% 0.000 *** 24,199 21.67% 0.000 ***
K20 250 8044 18.14% 0.000 *** 23,930 27.95% 0.000 ***

Strategy Day Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig.

RSI30 100 6013 6.88% 0.000 *** 18,227 9.00% 0.000 ***
RSI30 150 5995 10.60% 0.000 *** 18,104 14.44% 0.000 ***
RSI30 200 5776 13.60% 0.000 *** 17,491 19.85% 0.000 ***
RSI30 250 5667 18.12% 0.000 *** 17,289 26.48% 0.000 ***

In Table 2, while trading signals are emitted by either the contrarian SOI or the
RSI trading rules on any given trading day over a year, the subsequent performance (i.e.,
AHPRs) of the constituent stocks of the DJI 30 and NDX 100 ranges from over 6% and 9% for
holding 100 trading days to over 18% and 27% for holding 250 trading days (approximately
a year). These revealed results are quite impressive since they are much higher than the
one-year ten-year treasury bond rate proxied as opportunity costs (i.e., less than 5% on
average during the data period). Additionally, the results derived using two-decade data
might be more objective than those derived using only a few years of data.

4.2. Subsequent Performance concerning Trading Timing

Even though impressive results are shown in Table 3, we are interested in whether
investors would reap much higher AHPRs concerning the trading timing for purchasing
the constituent stocks of the DJI and NDX indices as oversold signals (i.e., K ≤ 20 and
RSI ≤ 30) generated by contrarian SOI and RSI trading rules. Additionally, since we have

to present the results for different months (i.e., 12 months), we then present the constituent
stocks of the DJI30 and NDX 100 in different subsections.

Table 3. Results of the DJI 30 stocks as trading signals emitted in diverse months (2003–2022). We
present various subsequent performances (AHPRs) of trading the DJI 30 constituent stocks following
oversold signals issued by SOIs and the RSI at different months, and we test whether these AHPRs
differ from zero. Additionally, we display the p statistics (p) for these AHPRs, with *, **, and ***
denoting significance levels (Sig.) of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

Panel A: SOI Trading Signals Emitted (i.e., K ≤ 20)

Strategy Day Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig.

M1 M4 M7 M10

100 779 7.75% 0.000 *** 457 3.07% 0.000 *** 627 5.32% 0.000 *** 831 5.03% 0.000 ***
150 779 10.81% 0.000 *** 457 6.66% 0.000 *** 627 7.95% 0.000 *** 831 9.98% 0.000 ***
200 779 11.74% 0.000 *** 457 10.08% 0.000 *** 627 10.83% 0.000 *** 799 13.08% 0.000 ***
250 779 17.87% 0.000 *** 457 12.41% 0.000 *** 616 12.81% 0.000 *** 799 16.69% 0.000 ***
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Table 3. Cont.

Panel A: SOI Trading Signals Emitted (i.e., K ≤ 20)

Strategy Day Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig.

M2 M5 M8 M11

100 652 8.73% 0.000 *** 742 5.05% 0.000 *** 927 10.51% 0.000 *** 565 14.68% 0.000 ***
150 652 13.13% 0.000 *** 742 9.79% 0.000 *** 927 11.10% 0.000 *** 563 15.97% 0.000 ***
200 652 20.77% 0.000 *** 742 11.61% 0.000 *** 883 13.77% 0.000 *** 563 19.89% 0.000 ***
250 652 24.31% 0.000 *** 742 16.49% 0.000 *** 875 15.85% 0.000 *** 563 25.28% 0.000 ***

M3 M6 M9 M12

100 833 12.06% 0.000 *** 851 4.49% 0.000 *** 731 8.69% 0.000 *** 545 8.29% 0.000 ***
150 833 13.61% 0.000 *** 851 8.21% 0.000 *** 731 11.00% 0.000 *** 482 11.27% 0.000 ***
200 833 22.67% 0.000 *** 851 12.16% 0.000 *** 484 9.15% 0.000 *** 482 13.19% 0.000 ***
250 833 25.76% 0.000 *** 762 13.24% 0.000 *** 484 12.52% 0.000 *** 482 23.53% 0.000 ***

Panel B: RSI Trading Signals Emitted (i.e., RSI≤ 30)

M1 M4 M7 M10

100 468 5.66% 0.000 *** 277 5.23% 0.000 *** 544 4.79% 0.000 *** 596 4.70% 0.000 ***
150 468 7.98% 0.000 *** 277 8.77% 0.000 *** 544 6.65% 0.000 *** 596 9.54% 0.000 ***
200 468 5.73% 0.000 *** 277 12.65% 0.000 *** 544 11.08% 0.000 *** 508 10.74% 0.000 ***
250 468 10.15% 0.000 *** 277 13.13% 0.000 *** 478 10.87% 0.000 *** 508 16.27% 0.000 ***

M2 M5 M8 M11

100 683 4.34% 0.000 *** 537 5.70% 0.000 *** 572 9.79% 0.000 *** 376 10.37% 0.000 ***
150 683 8.58% 0.000 *** 537 11.91% 0.000 *** 572 9.81% 0.000 *** 376 12.24% 0.000 ***
200 683 13.55% 0.000 *** 537 13.14% 0.000 *** 572 11.27% 0.000 *** 376 15.52% 0.000 ***
250 683 18.09% 0.000 *** 537 16.28% 0.000 *** 559 16.20% 0.000 *** 376 17.84% 0.000 ***

M3 M6 M9 M12

100 714 14.99% 0.000 *** 474 3.57% 0.000 *** 511 7.28% 0.000 *** 261 0.82% 0.498
150 714 19.33% 0.000 *** 474 9.91% 0.000 *** 511 11.88% 0.000 *** 243 4.18% 0.006 ***
200 714 29.47% 0.000 *** 474 11.87% 0.000 *** 380 12.11% 0.000 *** 243 4.32% 0.007 ***
250 714 35.43% 0.000 *** 444 19.12% 0.000 *** 380 16.31% 0.000 *** 243 16.46% 0.000 ***

4.2.1. Results of the Constituent Stocks of the DJI Index

Based on the trading timing of trading signals emitted by contrarian trading rules, we
then present the results derived from trading the constituent stocks of the DJI index over
two decades in Table 3.

We show that the results presented in Table 2 may approximate the concept of average
performance. However, while we present the AHPRs for various months, we may observe
that several months are above the AHPRs presented in Table 2, and we reveal that March
in blue has the highest AHPRs compared to the other months, regardless of whether SOI
(RSI) trading rules are used, as shown in Panel A (Panel B) of Table 3. Although the AHPRs
derived from the RSI trading rules may not exceed those generated from the SOI trading
rules in multiple months, the best AHPRs are exhibited in March utilizing the RSI trading
rules in Table 3. Consequently, as evidenced by two-decade data, we might infer that
the trading timing emitted by oversold trading signals following the SOI and RSI trading
rules does matter for their subsequent performance as trading the constituent stocks of the
DJI 30.

4.2.2. Results for the Constituent Stocks of the NDX Index

Like the results shown in Table 3, we also disclose that March in blue has the highest
AHPRs compared to the other months, regardless of whether the SOI (RSI) trading rules are
used, as seen in Panel A (Panel B) of Table 3. Additionally, when we compared the AHPRs
in Table 4 to those in Table 3, we observed that the AHPRs in Table 4 are much higher
than the ARHPs in Table 3, indicating that as compared with the results of investing in the
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constituent stocks of the DJI index, investors would have better subsequent performance
when investing the constituent stocks of the NDX 100 in general (i.e., without concerning
trading timing) and in the particular month that perform best (i.e., March). Also, like
Table 3, Table 4 shows the best AHPR displayed in March utilizing the RSI trading rule,
which is higher than the best AHPR displayed in March using the SOI trading rule in
Table 3.

Table 4. Results of the NDX 100 stocks as trading signals emitted in various months (2003–2022).
We present various subsequent performance (AHPRs) of trading the NDX 100 constituent stocks
after oversold signals issued by SOIs and the RSI at various months, and we test whether these
AHPRs differ from zero. Additionally, we display the p statistics (p) for these AHPRs, with *, **, and
*** denoting significance levels (Sig.) of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

Panel A: SOI Trading Signals Emitted (i.e., K ≤ 20)

Strategy Day Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig.

M1 M4 M7 M10

100 2299 7.43% 0.000 *** 1652 7.31% 0.000 *** 1885 6.30% 0.000 *** 2747 9.16% 0.000 ***
150 2299 13.84% 0.000 *** 1652 10.85% 0.000 *** 1885 10.08% 0.000 *** 2747 16.32% 0.000 ***
200 2299 12.20% 0.000 *** 1652 17.85% 0.000 *** 1885 15.94% 0.000 *** 2639 24.19% 0.000 ***
250 2299 18.17% 0.000 *** 1652 22.23% 0.000 *** 1871 23.00% 0.000 *** 2639 32.87% 0.000 ***

M2 M5 M8 M11

100 1681 11.06% 0.000 *** 2274 8.65% 0.000 *** 2419 12.19% 0.000 *** 1996 16.51% 0.000 ***
150 1681 15.86% 0.000 *** 2274 15.47% 0.000 *** 2419 17.77% 0.000 *** 1948 21.71% 0.000 ***
200 1681 23.16% 0.000 *** 2274 19.56% 0.000 *** 2211 23.49% 0.000 *** 1948 29.59% 0.000 ***
250 1681 30.70% 0.000 *** 2274 28.19% 0.000 *** 2205 28.12% 0.000 *** 1948 32.02% 0.000 ***

M3 M6 M9 M12

100 2242 21.94% 0.000 *** 2136 4.43% 0.000 *** 2389 8.75% 0.000 *** 1924 12.35% 0.000 ***
150 2242 26.66% 0.000 *** 2136 9.63% 0.000 *** 2389 13.39% 0.000 *** 1553 17.28% 0.000 ***
200 2242 38.30% 0.000 *** 2136 15.10% 0.000 *** 1679 18.44% 0.000 *** 1553 19.99% 0.000 ***
250 2242 43.07% 0.000 *** 1887 19.27% 0.000 *** 1679 25.66% 0.000 *** 1553 28.61% 0.000 ***

Panel B: RSI Trading Signals Emitted (i.e., RSI ≤ 30)

M1 M4 M7 M10

100 1623 5.71% 0.000 *** 901 14.11% 0.000 *** 1464 4.67% 0.000 *** 2344 9.85% 0.000 ***
150 1623 9.71% 0.000 *** 901 16.15% 0.000 *** 1464 5.67% 0.000 *** 2335 17.16% 0.000 ***
200 1623 7.68% 0.000 *** 901 23.03% 0.000 *** 1464 13.83% 0.000 *** 2116 23.76% 0.000 ***
250 1623 12.43% 0.000 *** 901 29.52% 0.000 *** 1332 18.05% 0.000 *** 2116 32.87% 0.000 ***

M2 M5 M8 M11

100 1657 4.07% 0.000 *** 1646 5.99% 0.000 *** 1787 10.31% 0.000 *** 1427 11.33% 0.000 ***
150 1657 9.77% 0.000 *** 1646 13.00% 0.000 *** 1787 13.51% 0.000 *** 1404 19.03% 0.000 ***
200 1657 12.23% 0.000 *** 1646 18.97% 0.000 *** 1786 18.73% 0.000 *** 1404 23.39% 0.000 ***
250 1657 19.80% 0.000 *** 1646 26.00% 0.000 *** 1786 26.29% 0.000 *** 1404 24.73% 0.000 ***

M3 M6 M9 M12

100 1460 24.96% 0.000 *** 1309 6.41% 0.000 *** 1571 5.67% 0.000 *** 1038 6.93% 0.000 ***
150 1460 31.13% 0.000 *** 1309 13.92% 0.000 *** 1571 12.47% 0.000 *** 947 11.63% 0.000 ***
200 1460 47.33% 0.000 *** 1309 17.91% 0.000 *** 1178 13.18% 0.000 *** 947 18.67% 0.000 ***
250 1460 52.41% 0.000 *** 1239 29.69% 0.000 *** 1178 21.28% 0.000 *** 947 23.05% 0.000 ***

In sum, the “monthly effect” is evident as the study shows positive returns from con-
trarian strategies, particularly in March, for the DJI 30 and NDX 100 stocks. These findings
provide evidence of the importance of timing in trading, emphasizing the significance of
trading signals issued in specific months, particularly for maintaining the 200 and 250 trad-
ing days. Particularly for the instance using the RSI trading rule, this study finds that RSI
trading rules outperform SOI rules. Furthermore, this research enriches knowledge on the
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study of “monthly effects” because, based on the “monthly effects” explored in this study,
investors who buy stocks now will not know their performance until later, and we thus
argue that our study might be crucial for investors in practice by measuring subsequent
performance. In addition, although factors like earnings reports, macroeconomic data,
geopolitical events, etc., may confound “monthly effects”, influencing stock performance,
we assert that our finding is based on 20-year long-term big data rather than a short period
of data that are likely impacted by these factors, indicating that our revealed findings are
objective rather than arbitrary.

4.3. Further Investigation

Furthermore, we extend our data period to explore whether our revealed results
would exist after prolonging our data period. As such, we extend our data for the DJI 30
and NDX 100 from 1993 to 2022 (i.e., three-decade data). Table 5 also shows a broad range
of minimum to maximum values for these two indices, indicating volatility, as evidenced
by the substantial standard deviations presented in the table.

Table 5. Statistics summary. Table 5 shows the mean, standard deviation (SD), median (Med),
minimum (Min), and maximum (Max) for DJI 30 and NDX 100 indices from 1993 to 2022.

Stock Index Obs. Mean Med SD. Min Max

DJI 30 index 7809 13,606.63 10,939.95 8126.11 3136.60 36,799.65
NDX 100 index 8062 3292.61 1854.77 3550.94 191.68 16,573.34

Similarly, while trading signals are emitted by either the contrarian SOI or the RSI
trading rules on any given trading day over a year, the subsequent performance (i.e.,
AHPRs) for the constituent stocks of the DJI 30 and NDX 100 ranges from more than 7%
and 10% for holding 100 trading days to more than 18% and 28% for holding 250 trading
days in Table 6. In other words, we may conclude that market participants would have
better subsequent performance when investing the constituent stocks of the NDX 100
than those of the DJ 30 as oversold trading signals emitted by contrarian SOI and RSI
trading rules.

Table 6. Results of the DJI 30 and NDX 100 stocks (1993–2022). By using three-decade data (i.e.,
1993–2022), we evaluate the subsequent performance of the constituent stocks of the DJI 30 and NDX
100 indices following oversold signs emitted by the SOI and RSI trading rules. By testing whether
these diverse AHPRs would differ from zero, we display the p statistics (p) for these AHPRs, with *,
**, and *** denoting significance levels (Sig.) of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

DJI 30 NDX 100

Strategy Day Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig.

K ≤ 20 100 12,397 8.18% 0.000 *** 35,413 11.85% 0.000 ***
K ≤ 20 150 12,332 11.34% 0.000 *** 34,994 17.86% 0.000 ***
K ≤ 20 200 12,009 14.88% 0.000 *** 33,968 23.81% 0.000 ***
K ≤ 20 250 11,901 18.53% 0.000 *** 33,699 30.73% 0.000 ***

Strategy Day Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig.

RSI ≤ 30 100 8668 7.75% 0.000 *** 24,628 10.52% 0.000 ***
RSI ≤ 30 150 8650 12.00% 0.000 *** 24,505 16.39% 0.000 ***
RSI ≤ 30 200 8431 14.99% 0.000 *** 23,892 21.45% 0.000 ***
RSI ≤ 30 250 8322 18.25% 0.000 *** 23,690 28.09% 0.000 ***

We further investigate whether the results shown in Table 3 would still exist in Table 7.
That is, whether the better subsequent performance would exist in March instead of other
months after extending our data period from two-decade data to three-decade data. Table 7
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shows that when measuring subsequent performance as oversold trading signals emitted
by either SOIs (i.e., K20) or the RSI (RSI30) in March for the constituent stocks of the DJI
30, the subsequent performance would be better than the subsequent performance after
oversold trading signals emitted at other months, as shown by over 27% using the SOI
trading regulation and 33% using the RSI trading regulation for holding 250 trading days
in March instead of other months. The revealed results (using three-decade data) are
consistent with those shown in Table 3 (using two-decade data).

Table 7. Results of the DJI 30 stocks as trading signals emitted in various months (1993–2022). We
present various subsequent performance (AHPRs) of trading the DJI 30 constituent stocks after
oversold signals issued by SOIs and the RSI at various months, and we test whether these AHPRs
differ from zero. Additionally, we display the p statistics (p) for these AHPRs, with *, **, and ***
denoting significance levels (Sig.) of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

Panel A: SOI Trading Signals Emitted (i.e., K ≤ 20)

Strategy Day Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig.

M1 M4 M7 M10

100 1045 6.51% 0.000 *** 711 2.57% 0.000 *** 1077 6.69% 0.000 *** 1102 6.87% 0.000 ***
150 1045 8.51% 0.000 *** 711 6.45% 0.000 *** 1077 8.72% 0.000 *** 1102 13.52% 0.000 ***
200 1045 9.05% 0.000 *** 711 9.04% 0.000 *** 1077 12.79% 0.000 *** 1070 17.05% 0.000 ***
250 1045 14.39% 0.000 *** 711 12.44% 0.000 *** 1066 13.52% 0.000 *** 1070 19.94% 0.000 ***

M2 M5 M8 M11

100 961 8.24% 0.000 *** 953 3.16% 0.000 *** 1329 10.69% 0.000 *** 693 12.95% 0.000 ***
150 961 11.92% 0.000 *** 953 8.38% 0.000 *** 1329 11.96% 0.000 *** 691 14.70% 0.000 ***
200 961 20.06% 0.000 *** 953 10.70% 0.000 *** 1285 15.13% 0.000 *** 691 18.04% 0.000 ***
250 961 22.89% 0.000 *** 953 16.41% 0.000 *** 1277 16.73% 0.000 *** 691 24.00% 0.000 ***

M3 M6 M9 M12

100 1121 12.39% 0.000 *** 1238 4.35% 0.000 *** 1235 9.89% 0.000 *** 932 13.26% 0.000 ***
150 1121 14.32% 0.000 *** 1238 7.65% 0.000 *** 1235 13.39% 0.000 *** 869 16.63% 0.000 ***
200 1121 23.85% 0.000 *** 1238 11.10% 0.000 *** 988 14.43% 0.000 *** 869 16.92% 0.000 ***
250 1121 27.22% 0.000 *** 1149 14.41% 0.000 *** 988 15.19% 0.000 *** 869 26.79% 0.000 ***

Panel B: RSI Trading Signals Emitted (i.e., RSI ≤ 30)

M1 M4 M7 M10

100 625 5.10% 0.000 *** 444 4.96% 0.000 *** 921 6.11% 0.000 *** 962 7.66% 0.000 ***
150 625 6.43% 0.000 *** 444 10.58% 0.000 *** 921 7.13% 0.000 *** 962 15.96% 0.000 ***
200 625 4.43% 0.000 *** 444 13.16% 0.000 *** 921 11.55% 0.000 *** 874 17.22% 0.000 ***
250 625 8.53% 0.000 *** 444 14.84% 0.000 *** 855 11.08% 0.000 *** 874 20.59% 0.000 ***

M2 M5 M8 M11

100 866 4.64% 0.000 *** 599 4.63% 0.000 *** 830 10.02% 0.000 *** 464 9.31% 0.000 ***
150 866 9.53% 0.000 *** 599 11.21% 0.000 *** 830 12.21% 0.000 *** 464 10.47% 0.000 ***
200 866 15.48% 0.000 *** 599 12.90% 0.000 *** 830 15.62% 0.000 *** 464 12.36% 0.000 ***
250 866 18.84% 0.000 *** 599 16.00% 0.000 *** 817 19.29% 0.000 *** 464 14.44% 0.000 ***

M3 M6 M9 M12

100 983 15.19% 0.000 *** 711 2.46% 0.002 *** 844 9.88% 0.000 *** 419 10.40% 0.000 ***
150 983 19.55% 0.000 *** 711 7.45% 0.000 *** 844 15.67% 0.000 *** 401 13.55% 0.000 ***
200 983 29.59% 0.000 *** 711 9.12% 0.000 *** 713 16.45% 0.000 *** 401 12.28% 0.000 ***
250 983 33.33% 0.000 *** 681 16.83% 0.000 *** 713 15.49% 0.000 *** 401 22.02% 0.000 ***

Like the results shown in Tables 3 and 4, the March results in blue have the highest
AHPRs when compared to other months, as shown in Panel A (B) of Tables 7 and 8,
regardless of whether the SOI (RSI) trading rules were used, indicating that the trading
timing does matter for subsequent performance, as disclosed in this study. Furthermore,
when comparing trading rule performance, we discover that the March results utilizing
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RSI trading rules outperformed those using SOI trading rules. Moreover, when compared
to trading stocks, we show that the March outcomes utilizing the constituent stocks of the
NDX 100 would be better than those of the DJI 30.

Table 8. Results of the NDX 100 stocks as trading signals emitted in various months (1993–2022). We
present various subsequent performance (AHPRs) of trading the NDX 100 constituent stocks after
oversold signals issued by SOIs and the RSI at various months, and we test whether these AHPRs
differ from zero. Additionally, we display the p statistics (p) for these AHPRs, with *, **, and ***
denoting significance levels (Sig.) of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

Panel A: SOI Trading Signals Emitted (i.e., K ≤ 20)

Strategy Day Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig. Sample AHPR p Sig.

M1 M4 M7 M10

100 2898 7.71% 0.000 *** 2455 11.13% 0.000 *** 2790 8.49% 0.000 *** 3641 14.25% 0.000 ***
150 2898 12.39% 0.000 *** 2455 14.80% 0.000 *** 2790 12.36% 0.000 *** 3641 23.57% 0.000 ***
200 2898 11.71% 0.000 *** 2455 21.81% 0.000 *** 2790 18.33% 0.000 *** 3533 31.84% 0.000 ***
250 2898 17.27% 0.000 *** 2455 27.40% 0.000 *** 2776 26.67% 0.000 *** 3533 39.08% 0.000 ***

M2 M5 M8 M11

100 2344 10.13% 0.000 *** 2936 6.05% 0.000 *** 3197 13.92% 0.000 *** 3641 14.25% 0.000 ***
150 2344 12.70% 0.000 *** 2936 14.18% 0.000 *** 3197 19.84% 0.000 *** 3641 23.57% 0.000 ***
200 2344 20.33% 0.000 *** 2936 18.93% 0.000 *** 2989 26.52% 0.000 *** 3533 31.84% 0.000 ***
250 2344 27.66% 0.000 *** 2936 26.98% 0.000 *** 2983 31.85% 0.000 *** 3533 39.08% 0.000 ***

M3 M6 M9 M12

100 3061 19.32% 0.000 *** 3150 3.82% 0.000 *** 3492 13.50% 0.000 *** 2850 17.22% 0.000 ***
150 3061 23.28% 0.000 *** 3150 11.31% 0.000 *** 3492 19.13% 0.000 *** 2479 25.54% 0.000 ***
200 3061 35.35% 0.000 *** 3150 16.88% 0.000 *** 2782 25.68% 0.000 *** 2479 26.84% 0.000 ***
250 3061 41.86% 0.000 *** 2901 24.37% 0.000 *** 2782 29.92% 0.000 *** 2479 39.34% 0.000 ***

Panel B: RSI Trading Signals Emitted (i.e., RSI ≤ 30)

M1 M4 M7 M10

100 1900 5.26% 0.000 *** 1451 15.40% 0.000 *** 2301 6.95% 0.000 *** 3278 14.07% 0.000 ***
150 1900 8.74% 0.000 *** 1451 18.88% 0.000 *** 2301 9.74% 0.000 *** 3269 21.87% 0.000 ***
200 1900 7.12% 0.000 *** 1451 27.16% 0.000 *** 2301 17.86% 0.000 *** 3050 26.60% 0.000 ***
250 1900 11.93% 0.000 *** 1451 35.20% 0.000 *** 2169 25.56% 0.000 *** 3050 32.64% 0.000 ***

M2 M5 M8 M11

100 2016 3.83% 0.000 *** 1986 5.27% 0.000 *** 2355 11.19% 0.000 *** 3278 14.07% 0.000 ***
150 2016 8.02% 0.000 *** 1986 11.55% 0.000 *** 2355 16.75% 0.000 *** 3269 21.87% 0.000 ***
200 2016 11.88% 0.000 *** 1986 18.08% 0.000 *** 2354 22.04% 0.000 *** 3050 26.60% 0.000 ***
250 2016 18.56% 0.000 *** 1986 25.13% 0.000 *** 2354 28.83% 0.000 *** 3050 32.64% 0.000 ***

M3 M6 M9 M12

100 1972 20.57% 0.000 *** 1974 3.77% 0.000 *** 2147 15.71% 0.000 *** 1506 12.37% 0.000 ***
150 1972 24.58% 0.000 *** 1974 13.69% 0.000 *** 2147 24.71% 0.000 *** 1415 17.68% 0.000 ***
200 1972 38.88% 0.000 *** 1974 16.61% 0.000 *** 1754 28.09% 0.000 *** 1415 20.60% 0.000 ***
250 1972 43.65% 0.000 *** 1904 28.90% 0.000 *** 1754 32.68% 0.000 *** 1415 28.85% 0.000 ***

5. Discussion

In this study, we present hypotheses in Section 2, and we determine whether these
hypotheses will be accepted or rejected based on our results disclosed in Section 4. Con-
cerning H1, we show that when trading signals (i.e., K ≤ 20 and RSI ≤ 30) are issued for the
constituent stocks of the DJI 30 and NDX 100, these stocks would have better subsequent per-
formance as compared with the benchmarks of either the risk-free interest rate (10-year trea-
sury bond rate proxied for risk-free interest rate; ranging from below 1% to up to 8% for re-
cent 30 years (https://www.macrotrends.net/2016/10-year-treasury-bond-rate-yield-chart
(accessed on 15 October 2023))) or stock market performance (the average returns of the

https://www.macrotrends.net/2016/10-year-treasury-bond-rate-yield-chart
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S&P index proxied for stock market performance; close to 10% over the long term (https:
//www.fool.com/investing/how-to-invest/index-funds/average-return/ (accessed on 15
October 2023))), as it is shown that the 250-day AHPRs in Tables 2 and 6 are greater than
the above benchmarks. Additionally, while comparing the subsequent performance of both
contrarian trading rules, we show that the results using the RSI trading rules are better
than those using the SOI trading rules. As such, H1 is accepted. Although our findings
may contradict previous research that technical trading rules do not outperform the market
in stock markets [92–94], they may be consistent with relevant studies that apply contrarian
technical trading rules would result in considerable returns in stock markets. Thus, we infer
that the efficacy of trading rules may be related to the investment horizon and investment
instruments [5,95,96].

Regarding H2 of “utilize contrarian strategies as contrarian trading signals emitted
in specific months, as opposed to other months, would achieve much better subsequent
performance”, we disclose that in addition to purchasing and holding constituent stocks
of these two stock indices (DJI 30 and NDX 100 indices) for over 100 trading day would
derive positive profits no matter the trading signals emitted in any months, investors would
exploit much higher profit for holding 250 trading days (approximately one year) as trading
signals emitted in some months (e.g., March and December) rather than other months,
and especially impressive performance is shown for trading signals emitted by contrarian
trading rules (i.e., SOI and RSI trading rules) in March, thereby accepting H2. As such, we
argue that our findings may indicate that the trading timing would matter for enhancing
profitability in the stock markets [32,97]. However, we would point out that the trading
timing emitted in this study would be different from that trading performance that would
be better in January [2,3].

Moreover, while comparing the January effect widely disclosed in the relevant studies,
we would point out that the meaning of the “monthly effect” employed in this study is
different from the trading timing employed in the relevant studies in several aspects. First,
the trading timing is oversold trading signals emitted by contrarian SOI and RSI trading
regulations, which would be different from trading stocks as the occurrence of various
events (e.g., merger, acquisition, etc.). Second, the trading timing would be appropriately
measured by the subsequent performance (AHPRs) following trading signals issued by
contrarian trading rules, because market participants purchasing stocks now (i.e., at time t)
may not know their investment performance until later (i.e., at time t + i). As a result, we
believe that this study will cast light on the trading timing of trading signals emitted at
specific times (e.g., a particular month, such as March) rather than trading at any time,
as well as measuring subsequent performance rather than disclosing better performance
in a specific month (January effect), both of which appear to be understudied in the
existing literature.

6. Concluding Remarks
6.1. Conclusions

The insightful and significant findings of this study shed light on previously over-
looked aspects of research, thereby adding to the existing body of knowledge. As a result,
we contend that our study draws major conclusions, fills significant information gaps, and
comprehends “monthly effects” that may not be examined in relevant studies. In sum, we
find that using contrarian strategies with specific trading signals yields better subsequent
performance compared to benchmarks (e.g., risk-free interest rates or stock index returns),
RSI trading rules outperform SOI trading rules, and employing contrarian strategies in
specific months leads to higher profits. This study differentiates its concept of trading
timing from the widely studied January effect and highlights the significance of measuring
subsequent performance after trading signals are emitted in special months (i.e., “monthly
effects”), providing novel insights into trading strategies and timing considerations, all of
which are illustrated below.

https://www.fool.com/investing/how-to-invest/index-funds/average-return/
https://www.fool.com/investing/how-to-invest/index-funds/average-return/
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First, the results of this study reveal that regardless of whether oversold trading signs
are generated by either SOI or RSI contrarian trading rules in March, the constituent stocks
of the DJI 30 and NDX 100 consistently demonstrate an average holding period return
(AHPR) of at least 12% when held for 100 trading days, with returns ranging from 12% to
20% and no exceptions. Our findings suggest that “monthly effects” could be considered for
increasing profits, which is similar to previous studies on contrarian strategies and market
inefficiencies [98,99]. However, before implementing the “monthly effects” disclosed in
this study, investors also should consider potential risks and changing market conditions.

Second, this study finds that when subsequent performance is measured as the occur-
rence of oversold signals, the RSI trading rules outperform the SOI trading rules, and the
NDX 100 constituent stocks outperform the DJI 30 constituent stocks, indicating the signif-
icance of using proper oversold trading rules and stock selection. Previous research has
disclosed that the RSI would be a useful technical indicator in trading stock markets [100]
and the importance of stock selection in investment performance [101,102]. Thus, investors
may adopt contrarian strategies to improve trading results. However, it is still impera-
tive to incorporate comprehensive risk management and market risks into investment
strategies [103].

Third, this study shows significant performance differences in the NDX constituent
stocks across 250 trading days (almost a year) based on oversold trading signals produced
in different months. Unlike in previous months, March’s oversold trading signals increased
the average holding period return (AHPR) to 40%. Oversold trading signals resulting from
the SOI and RSI trading regulations appear to have a significant effect on performance. As
previously shown, the market timing affects the investment outcomes [104,105]. This study
underlines the significance of timing in trading strategies. Thus, investors can trade these
constituent stocks as oversold signals from a given month [106,107].

6.2. Research Implications

To begin, unlike the January effect, this study incorporates the “monthly effect” in
stock market trading, which investigates how technical trading signals generated in dif-
ferent months affect performance. This research has the potential to provide insights into
the importance of timing in trading strategies. In addition to enhancing knowledge of
market anomalies [2–5], it contributes to a fundamental investment principle concerning
the practice of investing at present without knowing the potential profit or loss until a
later time.

Regarding practical implications, this study suggests investors use contrarian methods
based on oversold SOI and RSI trading regulations. Trading the constituent stocks of
representative stock indexes (e.g., DJ 30 and NDX 100 indices) can improve performance
when oversold signals are generated, offering a practical way to increase profitability [9,108].
In addition, similar to the January effect, “monthly effects” can influence investor behavior
by actively timing purchases to capitalize on potential gains. Fund managers may modify
portfolio allocations to capitalize on this phenomenon. When developing economic policies,
policymakers may analyze market dynamics and their implications for market efficiency
and investor sentiment. As such, we argue that recognizing and navigating the “monthly
effect” might have an impact on investment strategies and decision-making across the
financial landscape. Even so, in today’s financial markets, the relevance of “monthly
effects” or the January effect is called into question by the efficient market theory, which
suggests that any past patterns can be quickly absorbed into asset prices, likely limiting
their predictive value for investors.

6.3. Limitations and Future Research

Although this study sheds light on the importance of oversold trading signals and
suggests that the “monthly effect” is critical for increasing returns, several research limita-
tions may remain. This study ignores external macroeconomic factors, market sentiment,
and company-specific news that could dramatically affect stock prices, which could invali-
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date the conclusions. Historical data are used in this study, and past patterns may repeat.
Future performance may not be predicted by past performance since market dynamics can
change. Studying the “monthly effect” or January effect may have potential survivorship
bias, reducing the data accuracy and generalizability in understanding market phenomena.
The possible biases in the chosen data sources could be caused by insufficient market
representation or the omission of transactional data. This research solely covers oversold
trading signals and the SOI and RSI technical trading regulations. Other trading strategies
and indicators that could help to a deeper comprehension of market behavior have yet to
be investigated.

In addition, the findings provide a nuanced understanding of the potential profitability
associated with oversold signals generated in special months (e.g., March), emphasizing
the importance of timing in trading strategies. However, caution is warranted, considering
the potential risks and changing market conditions. As such, we propose that the following
concerns be raised for future research. First, continued research is imperative to build on the
valuable insights uncovered in this study. Future research may explore risk management in
technical trading strategies, assess adaptability to varying market conditions, and examine
the impact of behavioral biases on the effectiveness of such strategies, providing a compre-
hensive understanding of market dynamics and refining trading approaches. Second, we
may examine the risk associated with employing technical trading strategies and explore
ways to manage and mitigate potential downside risks. Third, this study may not only
focus on the adaptability of technical trading regulations in diverse market conditions
(e.g., bull markets, bear markets, and high volatility periods) but also investigate the risk
associated with employing technical trading strategies, including finding ways to manage
downside risks and assessing the performance of these strategies during various market
phases as mentioned above. Fourth, we may further examine the influence of behavioral
biases, such as herding behavior, overconfidence, and loss aversion, on the effectiveness
of technical trading strategies, providing a more comprehensive understanding of market
dynamics. These insights will pave the way for future avenues that may contribute to
refining trading strategies and addressing identified flaws in the existing literature.
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Appendix A. Description of the Methodological Process

This study employs big data analytics in Python to deal with large datasets and
perform complex computations with the advantages of effectiveness and accuracy. We then
present our process in five steps, as shown below.

Step 1. Data collection.
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To begin with, we collect daily data for the constituent stocks of the Dow Jones 30 Stock
Index (DJI 30) and Nasdaq 100 Stock Index (NDX 100) from the database of DataStream.
Following that, we programmatically collect extensive 20-year datasets for the DJI 30 and
Nasdaq 100 using Python software (https://www.python.org/).

Step 2. Identifying intervention days.
To determine the intervention days, we utilize Python to identify trade (buy) signals

generated by the contrarian trading regulations (K ≦ 20; RSI ≦ 30). That is, determining
whether any given day was an intervention day during the data period.

Step 3. Calculating HPR.
The calculation of HPRs is performed using the shift method in Pandas to com-

pute returns over 100, 150, 200, and 250 trading periods (Equation (5)) following each
intervention day.

Step 4. Presenting results of AHPRs.
The results derived from Equation (6) are presented in various tables, highlighting the

AHPRs for different holding periods post-intervention.
Step 5: Statistical significance testing.
This study examines whether these AHPRs differ from 0, provides p-values for these

AHPRs, and displays *, **, and *** to represent 10%, 5% and 1% statistical significance.
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